FHFA Listening Session Statement
By L. A. “Tony” Kovach 7.14.2021
(Tony has worked in manufactured housing, publishing, trade shows, and RVs since the early
1980s. Tony and Soheyla Kovach co-founded industry-leading MHProNews.com and
MHLivingNews.com).
---

“Connecting the Dots”
It is widely believed that America is in an affordable housing crisis.

An impressive array of decades of third-party research documented how HUD Code manufactured homes
are myth-defying. Manufactured homes are the most proven form of affordable housing in the U.S.

Rival factory-building Modular Home Builders Association Executive Director Tom Hardiman said “I will
never make a disparaging remark about a manufactured home. It is a viable and affordable
housing solution that is much needed in this country...”

Hardiman said the Clayton-backed Manufactured Housing Institute (MHI) branded CrossModTM homes are
“deceptive.” He argued that CrossModTM undermines the value of millions of existing manufactured
homes.

During the 3.25.2021 DTS Listening Session, most presenters like myself presumably did not know in
March that the Government Sponsored Enterprises (GSEs) of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac would later
announce that they would not be offering any support for home only or “chattel” lending for
manufactured homes.
That blatant withdrawal of support for manufactured housing’s most-used lending – chattel loans - flies in
the face of a key purpose of the Duty to Serve - DTS manufactured housing. Who says? Kevin Clayton in
comments to Congress on behalf of Clayton Homes and MHI. Kevin said: “…the lack of liquidity and
credit in the manufactured housing finance sector has limited financing options for our
homebuyers…”
Kevin blamed zoning and placement issues, failure to properly implement the enhanced preemption of
manufactured homes under the Manufactured Housing Improvement Act of 2000, and the failure to
implement the Congressionally mandated Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing among the factors for
“The decline in home sales and activity within the manufactured housing market coincides
with a number of challenges.”

MHProNews’ analysis on Kevin’s comments noted similarities to much that Mark Weiss, J.D., CEO of the
Manufactured Housing Association for Regulatory Reform (MHARR) has said on those topics.

That does not mean that Kevin and Mark Weiss see the DTS process precisely the same. Weiss said on
3.25.2021 that the DTS process has been exposed as “a shell game.”

Sadly, Fannie and Freddie are seemingly demonstrating Weiss’ claim.

Note to listeners. FHFA said they will post these written comments which hot-link the evidence for these
statements and allegations on their website. Each quote and reference are linked to the evidence.

Kevin Clayton told Congress: “MHI and its members have long demonstrated to rating agencies,
investors, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), Ginnie Mae
and others that manufactured housing lenders operate within a disciplined lending
environment.”
“Despite this performance, the government‐sponsored enterprises (GSEs) have had little
involvement and displayed little interest in financing and securitizing manufactured home
loans. Less than one percent of GSE business comes from manufactured housing and none
of that comes from manufactured home personal property loans.”
Clayton’s statement on “securitizing” merits a brief explanation. To oversimplify, when a lender makes
or ‘originates’ a home loan, they either keep that loan on their own books, or they sell the loan off to the
secondary investor market.
In his comments to FHFA, former HUD and the FHA loan program official Phil Schulte carefully
documented pages of reasons why the GSEs could safely and sustainably securitize chattel lending under
DTS.
Doug Ryan with Prosperity Now accused MHI and Clayton Homes of thwarting the implementation of DTS
personal property lending on manufactured homes.
Said Ryan: “This [capital access advantage held by Clayton Homes and their affiliated lending] is likely
why it and the Manufactured Housing Institute…have been unwilling to [effectively] criticize
the exclusion of chattel loans from the [DTS] rule, even though such loans could bolster
manufactured home sales by attracting new lenders.”
Ryan said it was time “to end the monopoly” Clayton has over the manufactured home market through
finance.
Bud Labitan et al in their pro-Berkshire book “Moats – The Competitive Advantages Of Buffett &
Munger Businesses” said this about Clayton Homes and their affiliated lending. “Buffett said, “We
are in no hurry to record income, have enormous balance-sheet strength, and believe that
over the long-term the economics of holding our consumer paper are superior to what we
can now realize through securitization. So Clayton has begun to retain its loans.””

Labitan’s Moats book was published in 2012. Labitan described events circa 2003. Buffett’s “Clayton has
begun to retain its loans” strategy is precisely what occurred, as Buffett, Berkshire’s books and
Clayton have said.
On November 5, 2020, MHProNews reported a tip from an MHI insider. That insider said that Tim
Williams, CEO of Berkshire owned Clayton Homes sister brand 21 st Mortgage Corp said this.
With MHI members present, Williams said he was “happy [that the GSEs Duty to Serve] pilot program
[for manufactured home chattel loans] pilot program failed.” MHProNews reported that some 6
months before Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac made their respective announcements that
proved Williams words and that tip to be correct.
That begs these questions.
How could Williams and 21st have known what the GSEs were going to do 6 months in advance?
Isn’t it obvious there was illicit if not illegal market-rigging collusion between Williams, 21st,
Fannie, and Freddie?
Abraham Lincoln famously observed that: “No man has a good enough memory to be a successful
liar.” More specifically, Honest Abe might have said no one can successfully sustain a serious deception
for years when they routinely publicly comment to various parties.
Disconnects are found in the details.
Liars, deceivers, and con artists may sooner or later contradict themselves.
Different than his posturing for Congress, Kevin Clayton said in a video interview with transcript on
MHLivingNews to pro-Berkshire interviewer Robert Miles this. “Warren [Buffett] is very
competitive…he paints…an image in each of our manager’s minds about this moat, this
competitive moat, and our job is very simple and we share this… Deep and widen your moat
to keep out the competition.” “…some of our competitors do a good job, but our plans are to
make that difficult for them.”
Warren Buffett has spoken about his purportedly monopolistic moat method. Buffett bragged that there is
class warfare and that his class – the billionaire class – are winning.
Such a “durable competitive advantage” of holding Clayton’s loans on Berkshire’s books would only
work if Berkshire and Clayton could keep the limit or thwart the DTS chattel loan program and the FHA
Title I home only loan program.
Either magically or by dark design, FHA Title I has been severely limited via the notorious 10/10
rule.
13 years after DTS was enacted, there is no personal property lending on manufactured homes.
Meanwhile, there is DTS lending on land-lease communities or what Hardiman called the “deceptive” –
and far more costly and market-failed CrossModTM project. Congress established financing for affordable
housing. That was turned on its head and by financing products and communities for so-called
“predatory” firms that are often MHI members.
---Manufactured home residents say the status quo creates less affordable housing.
Democratic lawmakers, including current House Financial Services Committee chair Maxine Waters, citing
the Seattle Times, made a similar complaint to Ryan’s. Democrats asked the CFPB and the Department of

Justice to investigate, because Clayton’s lending placed minorities and others at a monopolistic
disadvantage.
Buffett responded by saying he makes no apologies for Clayton’s lending.
So, consumers today of the industry’s most affordable manufactured homes are excluded from chattel
‘home only’ lending under DTS. Given Clayton’s chokehold on lending, is it surprising that the CFPB
reported that some 2/3rds of all such manufactured home loans are by Berkshire owned 21st or
Vanderbilt?
Joe Biden said in a White House executive order signing ceremony that "Capitalism without
competition isn't capitalism; it's exploitation."
This evidence-based combination of facts is either the world’s biggest coincidence or a dark conspiracy
hiding in plain sight to illegally manipulate the manufactured housing market.
The Hobbs Act should be explored, because there is fear sparked in our industry by some that they will
be targeted if they speak out.
Let’s recap. Samuel Strommen at Knudson Law said in his well footnoted research that he sees evidence
of “felony” antirust violations that appear to violate RICO laws.
Strommen’s research was reportedly reviewed by attorney Thomas Horton. Horton is a law professor
that specializes in antitrust law and consumer protection.
As my March 25th comments documented, Tim Williams at 21st issued a letter cutting off financing to
thousands of manufactured home retailers that Strommen and others have said is a prima facie antitrust
violation.
Kevin Clayton said some 7,500+ manufactured home retailers vanished in the wake of the manufactured
home downturn. That downturn paralleled the Buffett-moat and the notorious letter by Williams at 21 st.
Clayton said over 200,000 jobs were lost and over 160 manufactured home plants closed.
Clayton, 21st, MHI, associated attorneys, and Berkshire Hathaway were given a documented opportunity
to disprove or deny allegations made by Strommen or others. They declined comment. MHI has
repeatedly ducked these issues. So, the allegations stand publicly unchallenged.
The Biden 2020 campaign website promised transparency for federal agencies. Let’s get authentic
transparency by examining these “badges of fraud.”
The FHFA inspector general should initiate an investigation into evidence-based allegations. They have
harmed millions, including minorities, seniors, those on lower and fixed incomes.
MHARR has repeatedly called on Congress to investigate the apparent corruption of the DTS process.
The GAO and the DOJ should be investigating too.
Thousands of manufactured home independents have been harmed by apparently corrupt, conflicted,
rigged, and seemingly illegal process.
Congress, state-level lawmakers, and others that can access subpoena powers and take testimony under
oath should probe these concerns in a transparent manner. Whatever motivated investigators discover
that appears illegal should be appropriately prosecuted.

A postscript with additional links, illustrations, and more information are part of this document that will
link to the facts, evidence-based allegations, and related reports.
Thank you.##
###

Postscript
This will be the 4th time since the 4th quarter of 2019 that I’ve provided statements to FHFA/GSE so-called
listening sessions. I’ve submitted written comments to federal regulators for years. Perhaps no one in
manufactured housing has done more published research on these issues that myself, MHProNews and
MHLivingNews. With that brief bridge, and the 7.14.2021 comments in mind, the prior listening session
comments should be considered too. Each provides linked evidence so that researchers can see the
supporting evidence for themselves. Following the 3.25.2021 remarks below will be an executive
summary, additional information, illustrations, linked research reports and analysis.

Enterprise Housing Goals FHFA Listening Session 3.25.2021
By L. A. “Tony’ Kovach

“A Pimple on an Elephant’s Ass.”
That’s how a Manufactured Housing Executives Council (MHEC) member described to MHProNews the
comparative losses on manufactured homes to losses incurred in conventional housing during the 2008
housing-financial crisis. He compared those trillions in losses on houses to the far more modest losses
experienced by lenders operating in HUD Code Manufactured Homes in the late 1990s into the early
2000s.
Despite that comparative pimple, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and others periodically point back to that
problematic so-called “GreenSeco era.” That’s 2 decades in the rearview mirror. How can that be an
excuse for treating manufactured homes so differently than conventional housing in access to lending?

The FHFA website says that Enterprise Housing Goals are supposed to “FOSTER competitive, liquid,
efficient, and resilient (CLEAR) national housing finance markets that support sustainable
homeownership and affordable rental housing…”
Before and after passage of the Housing and Economic Recovery Act (HERA) of 2008 and the
Congressional mandate of Duty to Serve (or DTS) for manufactured housing by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac
- FHFA and other regulators have paid lip service to supporting manufactured homes. That negatively
impacts millions. Who says?

HUD Secretary Marcia Fudge spoke recently about the tragedy of increased homelessness in America.
HUD’s sad report is fascinating because James Schmitz Jr. - a researcher for the Minneapolis Fed, and
three colleagues - published reports accusing HUD and builders of collusion in deliberately undermining
manufactured housing.
Schmitz and those researchers argued that collusion between HUD and builders is a case of “sabotage
monopoly.”
They said that sabotaging collusion between HUD and builders increased homelessness, harmed
minorities, and cut off the lower income class of all backgrounds from the benefits of affordable
manufactured home ownership.
Schmitz and his colleagues wrote positively about the manufactured home option.
Scholastica “Gay” Cororaton’s research for the National Association of Realtors also praised modern
manufactured homes.

What makes Schmitz and his colleagues’ charge of HUD’s role in “sabotage monopoly” more
compelling are comments from Bill Matchneer. Attorney Matchneer is the former HUD administrator for
the Office of Manufactured Housing Programs (OMHP).
Matchneer said HUD’s Office of General Counsel consistently failed to enforce the enhanced preemption
clause made law when the Manufactured Housing Improvement Act of 2000 (MHIA or 2000 Reform law)
was enacted.

Jim Gray, formerly with the FHFA Duty to Serve program, said in his exit message that FHFA and GSEs “[W]e have not made as much progress [toward meeting the Duty to Serve mandates] as many of
us would have liked; so much remains to be done to reach these [DTS] markets.”

In December 2019, I made two different listening session presentations on the DTS mandates; one
virtual and another live in Washington, D.C.
In both presentations, I made the evidence-based case how disgraceful it was that the FHFA and GSEs
have ignored the law to the harm of millions.
GSEs and FHFA failures arguably included key corporate members of the Manufactured Housing Institute
or MHI.

Several scheduled to present today are aware of the issues I’m raising. Because some worked for HUD,
FHFA, GSEs, or are otherwise connected to the manufactured housing industry.

For instance. Lesli Gooch, Ph.D., with the Manufactured Housing Institute (MHI) made statements in her
filed EHG comments letter that sound supportive of manufactured homes.
But upon closer examination, Ms. Gooch focused on an unproven plan that Berkshire Hathaway (BRK)
owned Clayton Homes - which supports MHI - in their push for their branded CrossModTM homes scheme.

Where was Gooch’s similarly robust support for all other mainstream manufactured homes?
Fannie calls CrossModTM MH Advantage®.
Freddie calls their version of CrossModTM CHOICEHome®.
The known data reveals that these programs are market failures.
Supposedly there have been double-digit sales nationally of CrossModTM - under whatever name - in the
last few years. That’s in a market producing some 95,000 HUD Code manufactured homes annually.

Attorney and manufactured home finance veteran Marty Lavin - an MHI award winner - did consulting for
Fannie Mae. Lavin told MHLivingNews that MHAdvantage ® was likely to be as successful as MH Select®.
Lavin said MH Select® was also a virtual goose egg.

David Dworkin, CEO of the National Housing Conference in federal comments said that manufactured
housing was necessary for affordable housing.
Dworkin was fully confident that the GSEs could successful do manufactured home loans. Dworkin
previously worked for a GSE as a Vice President.

Edward Golding worked for HUD and the FHA.
In 2018, Golding and 3 colleagues did a post for the Urban Institute. It was a entitled “Manufactured
homes could ease the affordable housing crisis. So why are so few being made?”
Citing FHFA data, Golding and his co-authors in that Urban Institute report said manufactured homes
appreciated in value. They said manufactured homes could appreciate even more given access to
affordable sustainable GSE loans.
What that Urban Institute post didn’t disclose on that specific page is that Berkshire chairman Warren
Buffett is a lifetime trustee of the Urban Institute.

The applied logic of Golding, Dworkin, MHARR’s Mark Weiss, and others should make it plain that the
GSEs could and should be doing robust lending in manufactured housing.

Oxford Bank has made personal property loans on manufactured homes for some 2 decades. Oxford
reportedly loans with credit scores that mirror those of Berkshire owned 21st Mortgage. Oxford
purportedly does so profitably and sustainably and at lower interest rates than 21st.

Given those facts and legal mandates, what possible excuse can FHFA and the GSEs give for not robustly
making mainstream manufactured home loans for both personal property as well as mortgage lending?
Why did the GSEs and MHI hold closed door meetings some years ago and never released those meeting
minutes?

How did the MHAdvantage ® CHOICEHome® and CrossModTM magically come to be so similar?

Why is it that MHI postures support, but has backed or tolerated plans that leave Berkshire owned 21 st
and Vanderbilt Mortgage and Finance as the 2 runaway largest lenders in manufactured housing?

I am consultant L.A. “Tony” Kovach. I’ve worked in the insurance, RV, trade show, and other professions.
But all told, I have some 30 years’ experience in manufactured housing retail, communities, with financial
service firms, and builders of HUD Code manufactured homes.

Keep in mind that I was an MHI member for years. I was elected by my peers to sit on the MHI Suppliers
Division board.

For a time, I was arguably fooled by the purported paltering and posturing of the MHI flim-flam that has
undermined manufactured housing.

That paltering pattern harms millions of Americans while thousands of independent retailers, producers,
and others went out of business or sold out at discount.

Is it mere coincidence that this history fits the Warren Buffett “castle and moat” methodology that Kevin
Clayton himself bragged about in a video interview?

Have you viewed or read the transcript of Kevin Clayton saying that Buffett preaches that Moat to make it
hard on Clayton’s competitors?

Applying the “Iron Triangle” notion and Schmitz’s “Sabotage Monopoly” principles suggest that insiders
rigged the market in ways that undermine the interests of various competitors.

The late Democratic Senator William Proxmire said that in Washington, two things shed light on what
occurs.
There are no coincidences.
The other is follow the money.
I encourage all to Google each of these topics yourself!
----

For instance, Google “Sam Strommen from Knudson Law” on manufactured housing research.
Strommen’s report called what is happening in manufactured housing a case of “Felony” antitrust
violations with possible RICO aspects involved.

Strommen has no axe to grind in our profession.

Strommen concluded that manufactured housing was being subverted from within and mentioned
Clayton, MHI, other MHI members, plus the Buffett “castle and moat” method too.

Given the degrees, evidence, and experiences of those involved, I have a hard time making the argument
for incompetence causing the status quo.

The Rev. Martin Luther King Jr said:
“He who passively accepts evil is as much involved in it as he who helps to perpetrate it. He
who accepts evil without protesting against it is really cooperating with it.”

What comes next should include a full and proper implementation of federal laws that include the
Manufactured Housing Improvement Act of 2000,
and the Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing as part of the Enterprise Housing Goals.
It should also include enforcing antitrust and RICO laws too.
Those good laws need to be fully and properly implemented to restore the free market and liberate
millions who want affordable home ownership made possible by mainstream manufactured homes. Pax et
bonum. ##

###
Executive Summary
The 7.14.2021 FHFA listening session comments above began with these words “It is widely believed
that America is in an affordable housing crisis.” Surprisingly, the laws necessary to address and rapidly
resolve that crisis already exist.
That merits repeating and refining for emphasis. The laws necessary to rapidly and sustainably resolve
the affordable housing crisis already exist.
Congress enacted the Manufactured Housing Improvement Act (MHIA) of 2000 after researching the
issues, providing new and enhanced consumer safeguards, and then providing legal tools to block the
types of zoning, placement, and other barriers that had previously limited the sales of much needed
affordable manufactured homes.

Given those realities, that begs the question. How is it possible that there is a lower rate of home
ownership today than there was in 2000? The answer to that question is found in the listening session
comments above and in other linked items and/or illustrations shown below.
When the dots are connected, the facts, quotes, and various statements are laid out like puzzle pieces for
assembly, that puzzle – the proverbial connecting of the dots – explain in a systematic fashion why and
how good laws have been manipulated and thwarted.
Those purported manipulations of the law fit the claims of researchers, past and present, that have
claimed that federal regulators are often subtle extensions of the industry that they claim to ‘regulate.’

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/aei-housing-center-director-edward-j-pinto-j-d-weighs-inmanufactured-homes-vs-subsidized-housing-exclusive-report-analysis-plus-4-16-2021-manufacturedhousing-market-stocks-recap/

When U.S. homeownership rates are compared to others, several dozen nations with lower per capita
income have higher rates of homeownership than the U.S. Which is why the linked report below matters.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/monopolies-silent-spreaders-of-poverty-and-economicinequality-insights-from-henry-simons-thurman-arnold-applied-by-schmitz-and-fettig-to-hudmanufactured-housing-economic-inequality-and-poverty/

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/sabotaging-monopolies-minneapolis-fed-researcherscharge-hud-collusion-w-builders-to-sabotage-manufactured-housing-independents-created-u-s-housingcrisis/

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/grumpy-economist-cochrane-sun-communities-suifavorable-demand-drivers-with-supply-constraints-investor-data-yields-quick-case-study-in-buffett-moat/
What several economists cited above describe as “sabotaging monopolies” others have called the
“iron triangle.”

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/lesli-gooch-ph-d-schooled-on-manufactured-housingadvocacy-manufactured-housing-institute-ceos-meandering-missive-on-manufactured-home-financinglunacy/

As Mark Weiss noted, using Freddie Mac’s data, that housing crisis can be attributed in large part to a
failure to implement existing federal laws.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/mark-weiss-inspector-renault-casablanca-and-freddiemacs-affordable-housing-shock-ceo-manufactured-housing-association-for-regulatory-reform-mharrunpacks-gse-admission/
In 2020 and for several prior years, MHProNews noted that there is a lot of lofty talk by the FHFA, GSEs,
MHI, and their dominating brands about implementing existing laws. But 13 and 21 years later, the
Manufactured Housing Improvement Act of 2000 (MHIA 2000) and DTS mandated under the Housing and
Economic Recovery Act (HERA) of 2008 remain improperly implemented.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/foot-dragging-rigged-system-manufactured-housinglending-comments-to-feds-by-various-professionals/

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/foot-dragging-rigged-system-manufactured-housinglending-comments-to-feds-by-various-professionals/

Ironically, as the quotes from the listening sessions above demonstrated, Kevin Clayton, Tom Hodges,
Lesli Gooch, Mark Weiss, Danny Ghorbani, and others largely agree on those claims. What is different is
that those in the MHI orbit claim clout. They have demonstrable access on the highest levels of
government. With both Democratic and Republican Administrations, MHI has demonstrably failed to get
implemented the laws that they were part of enacting.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/cavcos-boor-affordable-housing-facts-fiction-p-e-pmanufactured-housing-institute-claims-democratic-republican-political-history-with-mhi-examined-plusmanufactured-home-investi/
That begs several questions. Are people to believe that Warren Buffett, Bill Gates and other powerhouses
that have influence with many Democrats, some Republicans, and others are unable to get these existing
laws implemented? Or isn’t it far more logical to believe that under the MHI umbrella, efforts are
postured that are not fulfilled?

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/3bs-bill-buffett-biden-what-if-warren-buffett-bill-gates-joebiden-affordable-manufactured-homes-potential-analysis-ugly-plus-sunday-weekly-headlines/
Why would they do so? Warren Buffett and the Moat thesis provides the answer. By thwarting the market
via paltering rather than performing, consolidation takes place at discounted valuations.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/masthead/ibts-hud-data-manufactured-home-productionin-may-2021-up-2-of-4-categories-manufactured-housing-facts-insights-analysis/

The 2.5 year overall downward trend finally reversed in March 2021, but the data is preserved at this link
here. https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/years-of-state-national-level-manufactured-housingfactual-data-find-your-states-production-shipment-info-here-troubling-manufactured-home-affordablehousing-trends-issues-and-fact-checks/
There is ample evidence for that from publicly traded firms and others who are pitching investors on why
they should like the status quo on manufactured housing. The publicly-traded UMH Properties (UMH)
illustration below makes the point that numbers of properties have been purchased for less than their
potential value.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/umh-continues-to-achieve-excellent-results-despite-thecovid-19-pandemic-sam-landy-another-mhi-scheme-reveal-plus-manufactured-home-investing-stockupdates/
Researchers must keep in mind that when manufactured home retailers were wiped out by the
thousands, that the normal business model for thousands of manufactured home land-lease communities
was also disrupted. For decades, thousands of ‘mom and pop’ operations relied upon ‘street retailers’ to
fill their vacant home sites. Thus, when most retailers were wiped out, it was only a question of time that
vacancies in land-lease properties would rise.

https://www.manufacturedhomelivingnews.com/sun-communities-ceo-gary-shiffmaninsight-how-biden-tax-plan-is-looming-threat-to-manufactured-home-residents-innumerous-manufactured-home-land-lease-communities/

Cui Bono? And who is Harmed by This Pattern and Status Quo?
First, let’s note that the beneficiary of this pattern are consolidators and investors that want to
manipulate and control not only the manufactured home market, but obliquely, mainstream housing too.
There has been a move by private equity into single family rentals just as there has been a surge of
capital into once ‘mom and pop’ owned manufactured home land-lease communities.
Conventional housing owners may believe that the status quo benefits them. But that may prove to be
fleeting, just as it was prior to the 2008 housing-finance crisis. While there are plenty who believe that
there will be no repeat of the 2008 crisis, there are those experts who think that the current spike in
housing costs are ‘not sustainable.’ That implies a bubble with a crash. Circa 2008, conventional housing
buyers that thought there was no bottom to the rise in values quickly found themselves with properties
that were ‘upside down.’ When values dropped, the loan balance was often higher than the a given
properties appraised value – thus millions of homeowners found that they were ‘underwater’ or ‘upside
down.’

https://www.manufacturedhomelivingnews.com/pre-buffett-nimby-and-banana-revelations-not-in-myback-yard-removing-barriers-to-affordable-housing-hud-research-included-manufactured-homes-tents-vsmanufactured-housing/

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/nimby-vs-yimby-homelessness-and-housing-insecurity-rediscovering-complete-value-of-affordable-housing-multifamily-housing-vs-manufactured-homesreimagined-castles-and-moats-analysis

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/nimby-vs-yimby-homelessness-and-housing-insecurity-rediscovering-complete-value-of-affordable-housing-multifamily-housing-vs-manufactured-homesreimagined-castles-and-moats-analysis/
There are numerous reasons for the vast majority of the population to support the reforms that are
already law.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/hud-builders-nahb-innovative-housing-showcaseoperation-breakthrough-systematic-aristotle-thomism-testing-jas-schmitz-claims-of-sabotagingmonopolies-todd-m-richardson-hud-pdr/

When someone steps back and looks at what has occurred in manufactured housing since the start of the
‘Berkshire era,’ a clear pattern emerges.

Clayton Homes market share in 2003 is shown below.

This was Clayton’s market share in 2011. Note that following the credit cut off illustrated in the letter
from Tim Williams at 21st, that pattern of Clayton Market share growth accelerated.

Ironically, Kevin Clayton cited the illustrated pattern shown too.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/masthead/dems-provide-revealing-clayton-info-kevinclayton-ceo-clayton-homes-federal-testimony-yields-apparent-agreements-with-mharr-concurs-withmanufactured-housing-institute-berkshire-hathaway-fhfa-and/

However, what Clayton failed to mention was this letter from 21st Mortgage Corporation, a sister brand
that like Clayton is owned by Berkshire.

Some of the relevance of the above is unpacked in the illustration below.

Following the above, the collapse and shuttering of over 100 manufactured home production centers
occurred, because – as Clayton said – over 7,500 street retailers were lost.

https://www.manufacturedhomelivingnews.com/coming-epic-affordable-housing-finance-clash-chairmaxine-waters-vs-warren-buffett-clayton-homes-historic-challenges-ahead/

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/masthead/fresh-insights-from-manufactured-housinginstitute-mhi-member-community-consolidator-undermines-mhis-claimed-agenda-publicly-tradedmanufactured-housing-properties-inc-otc-mhpc-investo/
The pattern of consolidation and publicly-traded MHI member firms openly bragging about consolidation
ought to make it clear why industry underperformance is desired by many MHI-dominating members.

Here are some quotes that illustrate rather open admissions by MHI members that consolidation – or
sometimes referred to as ‘mergers and acquisitions’ or M&A – are their primary focus.

https://www.manufacturedhomelivingnews.com/hbos-john-oliver-on-last-week-tonight-mobile-homesvideo-manufactured-home-communities-fact-check/

Note that Cavco dates their surge in M&A or consolidation starting in 2009. That’s the year that Tim
Williams at 21st issue the notorious letter above. When thousands of retailers folded, it often made other
producers of manufactured homes less valuable.

The manufactured home industry is operating at a lower level today than the years that they bought
Oakwood (2002) and Clayton (2003).

This is downturn is despite the fact that National Association of Realtors Certified Business Economist
(CBE) Scholastica “Gay” Cororaton documented that most renters could afford a manufactured home.

As was noted above, there have been decades of research that demonstrated the value of HUD Code
manufactured homes. Oddly – if someone seriously believes that MHI is sincerely pushing for robust
growth – useful third-party research is not found on MHI’s own website.

https://www.manufacturedhomelivingnews.com/ultimate-reporters-researchers-affordable-housingadvocates-or-shoppers-3rd-party-research-reports-on-mobile-homes-manufactured-homes-and-modularhousing/

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/affordable-manufactured-housings-puzzling-contemporarycondition-revealed-by-quotable-quotes-from-residents-professionals-expert-researchers-advocates-publicofficials-graphics-and-repo
It is MHI’s own members who have at times ripped the association for not doing what a good trade
association does.

If there was robust growth in manufactured housing, then such acquisitions would often not be as wise
or profitable. Who says? Sun Communities Gary Shiffman, among others.

This is still just the tip of the iceberg of evidence. As this report is now over 40 pages of
illustrations and linked statements, we will start to bring this to a close by using some quotes that make
the case for why manufactured housing has been underperforming, and how failure to enforce laws such
as DTS and the MHIA are a key part of how that has been accomplished.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/epic-kevin-clayton-moat-rant-analysis-lesli-gooch-debatedefense-doug-ryan-charge-end-clayton-monopoly-over-manufactured-housing-breaching-buffettberkshire-clayton-monopolistic-moat-method/

While MHI CEO Lesli Gooch disagreed with Ryan’s allegation, she admits that the GSEs have made no
progress at doing DTS on single family manufactured home loans.

But that “disappointment” is arguably belied by the fact that Tim Williams apparently knew – and
celebrated – some 6 months in advance Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac’s announced decision to not do
chattel lending.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/tim-williams-ceo-of-berkshire-owned-21st-mortgage-corpand-manufactured-housing-institute-board-member-makes-stunning-admission/

Founding MHARR president and CEO, Danny Ghorbani, who was previously an MHI VP, summed up nicely
how the purported shell game of MHI is done.

MHI inadvertently revealed the charade in the example shown in the report linked below.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/actionable-manufactured-housing-institute-paradoxicallysurprising-written-admission-involving-hud-secretary-marcia-fudge-senators-scott-and-sinema-plussunday-manufactured-home-pro-weekly-headli/
In some circles, the expression “silence is violence” has been circulating. The expression is used to mean
that when a demonstrable injustice exists, silence in that face of that injustice reflects a complicit-bysilence stance. While there is a point, it is also not in keeping with the right to free speech, as well as the
right not to speak, both guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/masthead/back-to-basics-law-housing-americas-foundersevery-president-invoked-god-but-does-god-exist-stunning-factual-insights-2/
While MHI is posturing about racial equity, Clayton has been ironically repeatedly ripped for racial
injustice.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/advancing-racial-equity-through-manufactured-housinglesli-gooch-manufactured-housing-institute-ceos-impressive-op-ed-manufactured-housing-institutes-nati/
Word mean little if they are not in alignment with the proper deeds.

Time and again, MHI has postured something that has resulted in no results, which meant, more
consolidation. Who says? MHI award winner, Marty Lavin.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/we-need-to-remove-the-shackles-on-our-industry-mhiceos-historic-call-for-cfpb-feds-to-unleash-manufactured-home-industry-growth-via-more-lending-martylavin-in

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/witchs-brew-of-predatory-practices-longtime-mhi-memberattorney-marty-lavin-rips-manufactured-housing-institute-exposes-duty-to-serve-financing-stonewall/

https://www.manufacturedhomelivingnews.com/award-winning-attorney-marty-lavin-sounds-alert-aboutmanufactured-housing-institute-backed-loan-program-home-values-supply-demand-case-formanufactured-housing-sabotage/

If American leaders sincerely want to increase the rate of affordable homeownership, manufactured
homes are the proven way to achieve that goal. But until the apparently corrupt practices noted and
linked herein are addressed and resolved, the status quo is sadly likely to continue.

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/masthead/prima-facie-cases-against-manufacturedhousing-institute-richard-a-dick-jennison-tim-williams-21st-mortgage-kevin-clayton-tom-hodges-claytonhomes-et-al/

https://www.manufacturedhomelivingnews.com/we-as-a-nation-can-solve-the-affordable-housing-crisissays-secretary-ben-carson-spotlighting-manufactured-homes-other-emerging-housing-technologies/

https://www.manufacturedhomelivingnews.com/affirmatively-furthering-fair-housing-a-novel-yet-provensolution-to-the-affordable-housing-crisis-that-will-create-opportunities-based-upon-existing-laws/

https://www.manufacturedhomelivingnews.com/seek-first-a-post-charlottesville-message-of-healing-andprinciples-for-america/

All of the homes shown above are HUD Code manufactured homes.
https://www.manufacturedhomelivingnews.com/

https://www.wnd.com/2021/05/solution-big-tech-oligarchs/

Notice: all of the linked items should be considered part of these comments. Additionally, information in
those linked reports that are downloads or link to other evidence should also be considered as part of this
report.
https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/masthead/no-apologies-warren-buffett-kevin-clayton-timwilliams-21st-mhi-doug-ryan-mharr-others-connecting-dots-evidence-of-claimed-corruption

